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INSIDE
Frame by Frame

A Valentine’s Day special
section captures the stories
and photos of couples on
the Hill. page 1C

▼

Herald writes
attorney general

Herald
college heights

Attorney general to review
Board of Regents’ closed
session discussion of soccer. page 3A

▼

Boogie
with care

On Thursday

on the

On Thursday

circuit

Coverage of a debate discussing which Democratic
presidential candidate
should get support of
black voters.

Cowboy hats peppered the audience at the Lone
Star Championship Rodeo on Feb. 8, 9 and 10 at
the Agricultural Exposition Center. Barrel racers,
calf ropers and others showed their skills to a
sold-out crowd for four performances. More than
300 people competed in events
Photo
such as bareback riding, steer
Gallery
wrestling, saddle bronc riding and wkuherald.com
Brahma bull riding. page 2B
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Listen Up
Legislators

@

Visual Voice

School officials: Western
complies with Title IX
RYAN W. HUNTON
Herald reporter

E-mail us at
investigate@chherald.com

WEATHER
TUESDAY

43o/23o
WEDNESDAY

30o/23o
THURSDAY

47o/34o
FRIDAY

46o/34o
SATURDAY

41o/30o
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Warning
alert test
succeeds

Western’s cut of the men’s soccer
program won’t place the university out of
compliance with Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972.
Title IX is a federal law that prohibits
sex discrimination in any educational program at any institution that gets federal
funds.
In its 30 year history, most legislative
action dealing with Title IX — created
to establish equal opportunity for women
— has dealt with athletics.
At Western in the past few years, the
federal law has been more of a struggle for
smaller men’s programs.
Western lost seven scholarships by cutting the men’s soccer program. Athletics
Director Wood Selig said those scholarships will be redirected to other programs
as the soccer players leave Western.
Selig said Title IX and the soccer cut
have never been mentioned in the same
sentence.
“I don’t spend my time worrying about
Title IX,” Selig said. “I’m thinking ‘what
are we doing at WKU?’”
Selig said Title IX isn’t a burden, it’s a
responsibility.
“We’re meeting the needs of students
and we’ve expanded our program,” he
said.
In 2005-2006, Western was giving 6.2
percent too many scholarships to women,
the Herald reported.
In 2006-2007, Western was in compliance with 63.9 percent of male ath-

letes getting 63.8 percent of scholarships.
Women made up 36.1 percent of athletes
and got 36.1 percent of scholarships,
according to figures provided by Pam
Herriford, associate athletics director.
Deborah Wilkins, General Counsel and
Title IX coordinator, said she has books
of different ways to keep in compliance
with Title IX.
“It wouldn’t surprise me if many
schools were not 100 percent in compliance,” she said.		
According to the Women’s Sports
Foundation, 80 percent or more of colleges and universities aren’t in compliance
with Title IX.
In 2006 — before Western moved
to the Football Bowl Subdivision — an
Office for Civil Rights audit revealed
that Western was spending too much
athletic aid on female athletes and wasn’t
in compliance with Title IX, the Herald
reported.
Western added 22 athletic scholarships
for football players with the move to FBS,
formerly called I-A.
“We were instructed to add scholarship
support for men,” Selig said. “Could we
drop a women’s sport? Maybe. Maybe
not. We wanted to align ourselves.”
Herriford said women were receiving a
higher percentage of scholarships, but not
as much money. With the move to FBS,
Western fixed the percentage problem.
She said walk-ons skewed the percent of scholarship athletes, because they
aren’t on scholarship.

See COMPLIES,
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Western officials called Friday’s test
of the new text-messaging and e-mail
warning system a success.
Exactly 11,676 subscribers received
text messages in an average time of 15
minutes, Telecommunications Director
Edwin Craft said.
“Our original goal was for the messages to be received in less than 30 minutes
and so far, we achieved a 99 percent rate,”
Craft said.
He said a list is “Our original
being compiled of
those who didn’t goal was for the
receive a message, messages to be
or who received it received in less
more than 30 minutes after it went than 30 minutes
out at 10:30 a.m.
and so far, we
Sending the
achieved a 99
messages took
about 15 min- percent rate.”
utes too, said Bob
— Edwin Craft
Skipper, director
Telecommunications
director
of media relations.
On Thursday
the U.S. House of Representatives passed a
bill that would require colleges to issue public warnings within 30 minutes of a threat or
emergency.
Skipper said he had no knowledge of
the bill, but would look into it.
Brandenburg senior J.D. Menser said
he received the text message at 10:38
a.m. and Rebecca Barnett, a junior from
Coral Springs, Fla., said she received hers
at 10:35 a.m.
Craft said the average time for a group
of 100 in the Information Technology
Department to receive the message was
nine minutes.

See WARNING,

Title IX
Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 is a
federal law that prohibits
sex discrimination in any
program at an educational
institution that is a recipient
of federal funds.
There are three basic
parts of Title IX as it applies
to athletics:
Participation: women must
be provided an equal opportunity to participate in sports
as men.
Scholarships: female athletes must receive athletic
scholarships proportional to
their participation.
Other benefits: requires
equal treatment regarding
equipment and supplies,
scheduling of games and
practice times, travel and
daily allowance, access to
tutoring, coaching, locker
rooms, practice and competitive facilities, medical and
training facilities and services, publicity and promotions,
recruitment of student athletes, and support services.
The Office for Civil Rights
examines the total program
afforded to male athletes
and the total program
afforded to female athletes
and whether each program
meets the standard of equal
treatment.
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Students to write and call
legislators Thursday in SGA
event.

▼

▼

SCOTT MCINTYRE/Herald

As the rodeo concluded, 8-year-old Chase Goble of Dalton, Ga. practiced his calf roping skills behind the Agricultural
Exposition Center. “I’ve been a cowboy all my life,” Goble said.
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UPCOMING

Multimedia, slideshows,
photo galleries & more.
www.chherald.com

www.wkuherald.com

LARRY ROWELL
Herald reporter

Western tightens security
at campus dances. page 6A

A look at bills at the state
and federal levels that
aim to help higher education.

Tuesday, February 12, 2008
Volume 83, Number 32
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Source:
womenssportsfoundation.org
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Commission
votes to fund
redevelopment
$25 million in bonds will
support downtown projects
LAUREL WILSON
Herald reporter
Bowling Green will fund a downtown
redevelopment project that city officials
say will make the downtown area more
appealing to students.
Thursday, the city commission voted
3-2 in favor of supporting the $25 million
in bonds necessary to continue with the
downtown redevelopment project.
The vote came at a special meeting
called after commissioners had voiced
concerns about financial burdens the project may bring at a meeting Feb. 5.
The developments, which will span
from 14th to 6th streets, include Circus
Square Park, baseball stadium, parking
structure,
condominiums, downtown
hotel and performing arts center.
Mayor Elaine Walker said the developments may make weekend stays in Bowling
Green more appealing to students.
Construction is expected to begin within six months on the ballpark, parking
structure and condominiums, which will be
completed by April 2009, Walker said.
Construction has already begun on the
Circus Square Park, which will be a public park with green space and a fountain,
Walker said.
The development will be fully complete
in about three to five years, Walker said.
Western agreed to lease 200 spots in
the parking structure for commuter students’ use.
Western will lease the structure for 30
years, President Gary Ransdell told the
Herald in December.
Western will pay $250,000 for the first
15 years and $1 per year for the last 15.

See VOTES,

page
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BY THE NUMBERS

800,000

Number of fan letters Mickey
Mouse received in 1933.

33,000

Number of banana’s used in the
world’s largest banana split.

17.5

Measurement in feet of the longest beard, which belonged to
Hans Langseth.

15
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WHAT’S GOING ON?

The calendar runs every Tuesday. Send your event post request by 3 p.m. Monday to calendar@chherald.com.
TUESDAY, FEB. 12
-Nashville Area College to Career and Teacher Recruitment Fairs, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Tennessee State Fairgrounds
-Guest Clarinetist Eric Mandat, free recital, 7:30 p.m., fine arts center recital hall
-KAPOS Cheerleading Competition, 7 a.m., Diddle Arena
-SGA Student Senate, 5 p.m., Downing University Center, Room 305
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13
-Men’s Basketball vs. Troy, 7 p.m., Diddle Arena
-Student Seminar, 8:30 a.m., Agricultural Exposition Center
THURSDAY, FEB. 14
-Softball at Arizona State, 6 p.m.
-Student Seminar, 8:30 a.m., Ag Expo Center
-Women’s Basketball vs. Troy, 7 p.m., Diddle Arena
FRIDAY, FEB. 15

Number of spoons Tim Johnston
balanced on his face in 2004.
Sources:www.guinnessworldrecords.com
funnyfact.com/html/Mickey-Mouse-Fans.html
thelongestlistofthelongeststuffatthelongestdomainnameatlonglast.com

Clarification

Due to a Herald error, the headline “State
considers bill banning domestic partnerships”
on page 3A of the Feb. 7 issue was misleading.
As stated in the article, the Senate passed
a bill banning public agencies from providing
benefits to domestic partners. The state is not
considering banning domestic partnerships.
The Herald regrets the error.

-Guest vibraphonist Jerry Tachoir, free recital, 7:30 p.m., fine arts center recital hall
-Ky State Holstein Sale, 10 a.m., Ag Expo Center
-Softball vs. Oregon State, 1:45 p.m., Tempe, Arizona
SATURDAY, FEB. 16
-2008 Wedding Celebration, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m., Carroll Knicely Conference Center
-Hip Hop Party by Horeman Entertainment, TBA, Garrett Ballroom
-KAPOS State At-Large Cheerleading Competition, 8 a.m., Diddle Arena
-Ky State Holstein Sale, 10 a.m., Ag Expo Center
-Men’s Basketball at Middle Tennessee, 3 p.m., Murfreesboro, Tenn.
-Softball vs. Notre Dame, 4:40 p.m., Tempe, Arizona
-Softball vs. Southern Utah, 12:30 p.m., Tempe, Arizona
-Valentine Pageant, 2 p.m.- 7 p.m., Van Meter Hall
SUNDAY, FEB. 17
-SKTPA, 10:30 a.m., Ag Expo Center
-Softball vs. Texas Tech, 11 a.m., Tempe, Arizona
-Oboe recital by Michele Fiala, free, 3 p.m., fine arts center recital hall
-Women’s Basketball at Middle Tennessee, 2 p.m., Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Crime Reports

t

The College Heights Herald corrects all
confirmed errors that are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call 7456011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or
e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com

Arrests

uWesley A. Bradford,
Clarksville, Tenn., was arrested
Feb. 10 in the visitors lot next
to McCormack Hall on charges
of possession of marijuana. He
was released Feb. 10 from the
Warren County Regional Jail on
a $1,000 unsecured bond.
uEudora
K.
Mason,
Clinton, was arrested Feb. 8
in Garrett Conference Center
on charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place. She
was released Feb. 9 from the
Warren County Regional Jail
on time served.
uJohn W. Barton, Nashville,
was arrested Feb. 8 in Garrett
on charges of public intoxication and possession of marijuana. He was released Feb. 9
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from Warren County jail on a
$1,000 unsecured bond.
uErica L. Hunt, Louisville,
was arrested Feb. 8 at University
Boulevard and Diddle North lot
on charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place. She was
released Feb. 8 from the Warren
County Regional Jail on time
served.
uKevin L. Bonner, Elizabethtown, was arrested Feb. 8
at the Academic Complex on
charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place. He was
released Feb. 8 from the Warren
County Regional Jail on time
served.

Reports

uAlexandra McNamara,
McCormack Hall, reported on

Feb. 9 damage to her vehicle
near the steam plant. Total value
of the damage was $250.
uDerek Allen, Paducah,
reported on Feb. 8 the theft of
electronic equipment from his
room in Keen Hall. Total value
of the theft was $550.
uScott Curry, Greensburg,
reported on Feb. 7 the theft of
an iPod Nano from his room in
Southwest Hall. Total value of
the theft was $200.
uA woman reported on Feb.
6 voyeurism in the women’s
showers in Pearce-Ford Tower
on the 16th floor.
uAlicia
Oberhausen,
Downing University Center,
reported on Feb. 6 a theft of a
Motorola cell phone from her
office in DUC. Total value of
the theft was $100.

your source for news on the Hill
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Herald complaint
to be reviewed by
attorney general

The Herald has requested
a review by Attorney General
Jack Conway of the Board of
Regents’ response to a complaint filed on Feb. 5.
Board Chairwoman Lois
Gray responded last Friday to
the complaint that the board
violated the open meetings law
by discussing the soccer program elimination in closed session.
Gray’s letter stated “the
board cannot acknowledge a
‘violation’ of the law,” citing
an open meeting law that permits the board to go into closed
session for a discussion “which
might lead” to the dismissal of
an individual employee.
“It is appropriate and permissible that a discussion of
the individual employee would
take place in closed session in
respect to the employee, who
had not yet been made aware of
the director’s decision,” stated
Gray.
“It is logical that the (athletics) director would include, as a
part of this briefing, the reason
which led to his decision: that
the program overseen by the
employee was also being eliminated.”
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HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter
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The letter to Conway sent by
the Herald’s attorney, Jeremy
Rogers of Dinsmore & Shohl
LLP, states “the board has not
met its burden to establish its
claim that discussion of the
elimination of the soccer coach
position in its closed session
qualifies for the exception contained in KRS 61.810(1)(f).”
The specific exemption
to the open meetings law is
emphasized in the letter with
the last passage underlined:
“This exception shall not be
interpreted to permit discussion
of general personnel matters in
secret.”
Rogers states that the decision was a “general personnel
matter — the elimination of a
position because of the elimination of a program — not an
individual employee issue.”
He also cites another open
meetings lawsuit, Floyd County
Board of Education v. Ratliff,
wherein exceptions to open
meetings laws were clearly
defined by the Supreme Court.
The Ratliff ruling included
this explanation: under this
exception, the agency must disclose whether it will be discussing the possible appointment,
discipline or dismissal of personnel of that particular agency
during the closed session; it

cannot simply make a general
reference to the exception.
Rogers claims the board violated law “by failing to announce
specifically the topic of its
closed discussion in the open
session,” but that if Athletics
Director Wood Selig’s statement that the board “signed off
on” the decision in the closed
session, then the board has violated another open meetings law
as well.
Gray said in her letter that
the statement attributed to Selig,
to the extent that the board
approved the cut, was wrong.
“The board was not asked,
nor did it take action, to approve
or endorse the elimination of the
position which would result in
the individual employee’s dismissal from that position,” Gray
states. “The board likewise took
no action related to the men’s
soccer program.”
The Herald requests in the
letter sent to Conway, a decision
that the board violated the Open
Meetings Act and an order that
the board produce all minutes,
recordings and transcripts of the
closed meeting.
Conway has 10 business days
to respond to the request.

Votes
Continued

from page

1A

“We could never, never
build 200 parking places for
that cost,” Ransdell said.
The side of campus next to
Center and Kentucky streets will
look completely different after
downtown redevelopment.
Townhouses, high-end restaurants, offices, shops and
possibly a hotel will be built in
that area, Walker said.
The area is now run down
and has a high crime rate,
Commissioner Brian Strow
said, who is also an assistant
economics professor.
The developments would
make the area safer and make
it look better, he said.
On Feb. 5, developers gave
the commission less than a
week to decide whether or not
they would back the bonds.
Walker voted to support

the bonds at the meeting last
Strow voted to support the
Thursday.
bonds.
He said the city will prob“We are taking you at your
word that this can happen, ably lose about $7 to $8
because this will transform million, but that’s a risk he’s
Bowling Green,” Walker told willing to take, because there
might not be another chance
the developers.
for signature Tax Increment
Walker said the city is pro- Financing, which would
tected because she made the repay the city any extra
developers pledge
incremental
$150 million in
taxes produced
investments as part
by the redevelof the agreement.
opment.
Commissioners
Commissioner
Joe Denning and
Brian
“Slim”
Bruce Wilkerson
Nash also voted
voted against the
to support the
bonds.
bonds.
Both said the
“I do believe
— Gary Ransdell
project would be
President there is benefit
an asset to the city,
in this project for
but that they are
everyone, if it is
concerned about the city’s debt. successful,” Nash said. “I think
Wilkerson said the city will this is one more project that
have to produce $1.5 million per puts Bowling Green at the hub
year for 30 years to pay off the of the region.”
debt, and that the city won’t be
able to come up with that much Reach Laurel Wilson at
money each year for the project. news@chherald.com.

“We could
never, never
build 200 parking
places for that
cost.”

Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.

POLICE

PFT resident charged with
burglary, voyeuristic intent
LARRY ROWELL
Herald reporter
Campus police arrested a
Western student on Monday on
charges of two counts of second degree burglary with the
intent to commit another crime
— voyeurism.
Auburn freshman Jarred T.
Bray is accused of twice peering into the women’s showers in Pearce-Ford Tower on
Dec.10, 2007 and Feb. 6.
Sgt. Mike Waldrop and
Officer Tyler Clark of campus police arrested Bray at 7:18
p.m. on Kennelwood Way on a
tip from a source.
Second degree burglary with
intent to commit voyeurism is
a class C felony if convicted,
carries a penalty of five to 10
years.
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Police went to south campus
at about 2 p.m. Monday afternoon to arrest Bray during class,
but he wasn’t there.
Police continued to search
through the afternoon
until they received
the tip that he was on
Kennelwood Way.
Bray was arrested
without incident.
This isn’t the only
case of a peeping
Tom in PFT.
Two men, Craig
Deandra Byrd and
Reginald
Pierce
Calhoun, were both
arrested in September
2004 after several
female
students
reported men watching them
while they were in the shower,
the Herald previously reported.

Byrd pled guilty and was
sentenced to 60 days in jail on
four counts of criminal trespassing.
The judge stipulated that
he wouldn’t have
to serve jail time
if he stayed out of
Western’s dorms
for a year.
Calhoun was
charged with one
count of criminal
trespassing in the
first degree and
one count of violating a city ordinance.
The disposition
of his case wasn’t
available.

Second
degree
burglary
with intent
to commit
voyeurism
is a class C
felony.

Reach Larry Rowell
at news@chherald.com.
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POLL

What are you doing for
Valentine's Day?
Beau
Wilkins
Bowling
Green
senior

Opinion

Tuesday, February 12, 2008
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

www.wkuherald.com

“Just working. I work as a
server, so it’s going to be
kind of busy. Good tips.”
Rachel
Fields
Buffalo
senior

“Me and my roommate are
going to the movies then
going to Tidball’s later
that night. We want to
see ‘Juno’ but don’t have
dates.”
Aaron
WIlson
Bowling
Green
freshman
“Wishin’ I had a Valentine.
But not spending any
money since I don’t have
to."
Debricka
Peete
Memphis,
Tenn.,
senior
“Well, I’m single and so
are my roommates. So
we are getting a cake that
is black and says ‘Happy
Valentine’s Day.’ It represents how love is dead in
my life right now.”
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SUBMISSIONS

STAFF EDITORIAL

Public issues should be public
That's why the Herald is appealing to the attorney general
According to Athletics Director Wood Selig, the
Board of Regents made the decision to cut the men’s
soccer team during an executive session on Jan. 25.
Board chairwoman Lois Gray and General
Counsel Deborah Wilkins disagree.
All we know for sure is the decision to cut the
soccer program was not made during the open
meeting as required by law.
That’s precisely why the Herald has appealed
the board’s explanation of its “executive session”
to Attorney General Jack Conway.
According to the state’s open meetings law, an
executive session is when the board motions to
continue its meeting behind closed doors, away
from the public, for specific reasons, also outlined
in the law.
They must make the motion to move to an
executive session publicly and state what is to
be discussed. The motion, written by General
Counsel Deborah Wilkins, cited litigation and
personnel issues as the topic to be discussed.
Issues other than those specifically stated are not
supposed to be talked about in the closed session.
So the question is how did cutting the men’s

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those
of Western’s employees
or of its administration.

The spirit of KRS 61.815(1) (d), the statute
that the board of regents cited as its reason for
discussing soccer in private, is to protect the reputations of university employees losing their jobs.
The idea is that if a faculty or staff member is
being fired for issues that are of a sensitive nature
that the board has a right to discuss it in private.
Hiding behind this statute to avoid public outcry
over cutting soccer is pretty far from what the
statute is intended for.
The final approval of the budget by the Board
of Regents will occur in April. So technically, the
board might not have approved anything during
the closed session. But what was decided or not
decided is irrelevant.
Speaking about public matters in private is a
violation of the rights that we all have as students.
We should not be forced to rely on public officials
to tell us what should have been discussed in a
public forum.
The Herald hopes the attorney general agrees.
This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald's 10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

RAs need to get a grip and I need to get some pants

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are
a few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries
should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right
to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.

soccer program fit under litigation and personnel?
Selig said the move to executive session was
acceptable because the issue dealt with the future
of coach David Holmes. However, it does not
seem that the soccer team is being cut because
Holmes’ job is in danger, but instead it is the
other way around. Both President Gary Ransdell
and Selig have also said that they plan on finding
Holmes a job at Western after the men’s soccer
team is gone.
Since the announcement to cut the men’s soccer
program was made, there has been considerable
public interest. Many people wrote to Ransdell
in the days following the announcement, trying
to plead with him to allow the program to stay.
Ransdell responded with an auto-reply describing
the decision as final.
We believe the decision to discuss the soccer
program in closed session was done so to avoid
public scrutiny until the university was prepared to
announce the cut. We also believe the board violated the law by discussing an issue that had relatively little to do with the issues publicly stated.

GREG CAPILLO
Herald reporter
When I came back to my room this
morning, I wasn’t wearing pants and the
door was locked. I had taken a shower
and my roommate locked me out.
Simple mistake. Happens all the
time.
I would ride the (hopefully empty)
elevator downstairs, grab a key, and
open my door. I would return the key
I borrowed and head to class, barely a
minute late. I could get in and get out,

only in my underwear in public for a
minute, tops.
I knew as soon as I got on the elevator
this was not going to be that simple.
There were seven girls already on, but
there was room for me and I had things
to learn and no time to wait more. I tried
to deal with the awkwardness as best I
could.
When I got to the lobby, I explained
the situation to the very polite desk clerk.
She understood, but unfortunately she
couldn’t just let me have a key.
She asked me if I had $25.
I did. In my pants. That weren’t on me.
Well, the best she could do was have
me wait until someone came along that
could loan me the money.
Fortunately, I only had to wait five
minutes until some kind soul took pity
on my pantless personage and loaned me
the money. I got the key and my pants.
My problem is that I stood in the lobby
for five minutes (because I got lucky)

before I could rectify a very simple mistake. This wasn’t the person at the desk’s
fault. Her hands were tied. The problem
lies with Housing and Residence Life
creating a bureaucratic culture that completely devalues its employees’ ability
to use simple reasoning skills and their
experience with the community to make
spot decisions.
I wasn’t calling Microsoft for my
$500 rebate, I was trying to wear pants.
I understand HRL’s concern for my
safety, but its name is Housing and
Residence LIFE. When HRL interacts
with us, it should do it in the context of
living. We don’t just sleep in dorms, we
live in residence halls.
Bureaucracies rarely have anything to
do with real life or getting things done.
They exist to avoid liability.
In life, sometimes you get locked out
and you need a key to get back in.
The desk clerk saw me coming from
inside the building with wet hair and,

well, no pants.
I am a journalist, and many times my
job calls for me to investigate people
doing dumb things. I still have enough
faith in humanity to think that anyone
currently attending a university could
make the judgement call that I wasn’t a
threat and would return the key.
In life, she loans me a key and I return
it. In HRL, I wait for someone to loan
me $25 to basically rent a key and then
promptly return the key.
I’m not the only person this has happened to, I’m sure. And I’m sure that
equally absurd instances have occurred
in other areas. It kind of goes hand in
hand with having absurd policies. I still
think we can all agree that my continued
pants wearing may trump some short
term security concerns, however.
The opinions expressed in this commentary do not reflect those of the
Herald or the university.
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ACADEMICS

Western plans joint
enrollment, admission
with community colleges
EMILY ULBER
Herald reporter
Western is working on a
joint degree program with the
regional community colleges.
The new program, called
the Joint Admissions and
Enrollment Program, would
enroll a student at a community
college to get their associate’s
degree. At the same time, he
or she would be enrolled as a
Western student.
The program targets community colleges in Elizabethtown,
Owensboro and Glasgow, said
Dean Kahler, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs.
After completing an associate degree, students could
immediately transfer to Western
to finish a bachelor’s degree
without having to apply.
The program hasn’t been
implemented yet, Kahler said.
He also said that he wasn’t
sure when the program will be
ready.
“We’re discussing the feasibility right now,” Kahler said.
At the Board of Regents
meeting Jan. 25, Kahler said the
process of applying to college
again can seem pretty daunting
for a lot of transfer students
from community colleges.
At the meeting, Kahler
mentioned a report from the
Council of Postsecondary

Education that stated that
many students at community
colleges don’t perceive an
economic benefit to pursue
their education past an associate degree.
“We want to show them a
value for getting their degree,”
he said.
On average,
earnings
are
higher for individuals who have
completed higher
levels of education, according
to a 2006 report
by the College
Board.
Western may
start advising the
transfer students
while they are
still at community college, Kahler
said.
“It will fit
perfectly,”
he
said. “They will
already have a
relationship with
the college.”
Kahler said that Western
benefits will be available to the
jointly enrolled students.
“They will be able to use our
resources,” he said. “They will
be a student on our campus, be
involved in student activities, they
can interact with our advisors and

do some career planning.”
Kahler said the program will
bring more transfer students.
Western has links to the
regional campuses on its
main site, under the Division
of Extended Learning and
Outreach.
The links for the regional
campuses are
extremely helpful, said Donald
Swoboda, dean
of DELO.
“The regional campuses are
a part of WKU,”
Swoboda said.
“Regardless
of where the
regional campuses are, it’s
important that
students have
access to them.”
President
Gary Ransdell
said he would
like to see a link
on Western’s
Web site to the
community colleges as well.
“I think it’s a great idea,”
he said. “We need to treat them
as though they were ours and
proceed accordingly.”

The new program, called the
Joint Admissions
and Enrollment
Program, would
enroll a student
at a community college to get
their associate’s
degree. At the
same time, he
or she would
be enrolled as a
Western student.

Warning
Continued

from page
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The University of Kentucky
issued a tornado warning to
7,000 members of the campus
community on Feb. 6 using its
rapid-alert system that sends
out text messages, e-mails and
voice recordings, reported UK’s
student newspaper, The Kernel.
The messages went out in 27
minutes to only 61 percent of
registered users, or about 2,700

Complies
Continued

from page
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“There are no women’s
sports that merit the needs of
football,” Herriford said. “It
would be nice if there were an
adjustment.”
The Sun Belt Conference
prevents Western from cutting
some of the “priority” programs
such as men’s basketball,

people, the Kernel reported.
Gene Tice, vice president
of student affairs and campus
services, gave credit to Craft and
the IT staff for the successful
test, which hinged on the number
of people IT registered and the
efficiency of distribution.
Craft said that either
President Gary Ransdell or Bob
Edwards, assistant vice president
of University Relations, can
authorize an alert.
Skipper would then send a
message with up to 132 characters
to subscribers. He or his staff
can send the message from any

device with Internet access.
Tice encouraged all Western
students to register on TopNet
for the text message warnings.
Western will also test speakers
on May 12 that will link to an
Emergency Notification Server,
which through a gateway system,
will be able to broadcast warnings
to cell phone subscribers, inbuilding paging speakers, digital
signage, campus e-mail and first
responders such as police and
firefighters.

football and baseball, and
women’s volleyball, basketball
and softball, Selig said. Western
must maintain growth in each of
these sports.
“We’re not going to those
sports for reductions,” he said.
“It’s just not feasible.”
Selig said to think that money
will be raised to save men’s
soccer is unrealistic. He said
he hopes to not have to cut any
more programs.
Men’s soccer was the only
sport not sponsored by the

Sun Belt. Selig said he called
Commissioner Wright Waters to
see if the conference could add
men’s soccer.
Waters said no, Selig said.
Only four of the 13
universities in the conference
had men’s soccer programs.
They needed six.
“That told us what our
immediate action would be,”
Selig said.

Reach Larry Rowell
at news@chherald.com.

Reach Ryan W. Hunton
at news@chherald.com.

Reach Emily Ulber
at news@chherald.com.

www.wkuherald.com
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POLICE

Cameras alert police to possible crimes
LARRY ROWELL
Herald reporter
Campus Police Officer
Tyler Clark’s eyes surveyed his
surroundings as he drove his
cruiser slowly along University
Boulevard Friday night.
But his eyes weren’t the only
eyes on duty, as some students
would soon discover.
Many students aren’t aware
Western has surveillance cameras in public areas around campus that give campus police an
extra set of eyes, Clark said.
Clark responded to a call
just after 10 p.m. where campus surveillance cameras had
recorded a male in front of
Keen Hall, with what dispatch-

ers said could’ve been an open
container of alcohol.
Several hours later, Clark
questioned three men in a car at
Garrett Conference Center who
were seen by campus cameras
with a bottle of alcohol.
At about 2:15 a.m., he investigated a report of two women
observed by cameras rolling
something in a cigarette paper
in a car in the visitor lot next to
McCormack Hall. It turned out
to be tobacco.
None of these incidences led
to arrests.
The cameras provide parking lots with surveillance, help
deter crime and support foot,
car, and bike patrols, said Capt.
Mike Dowell, public informa-

tion officer for campus police.
That night there was a dance
There are 24 cameras placed at Garrett, which Clark said are
on campus buildings that are the most dangerous types of
monitored 24/7 by a communi- events campus police cover.
cations assistant at
Campus police
police headquarters,
usually have about
Clark said.
five officers proBut on Friday,
viding security at
during the 7 p.m.
dances with several
to 3 a.m. shift, most
hundred people,
action came from
Clark said.
human sources.
“We’re outnumThis Friday night
bered 5-1,” Clark
was a little busier
said, “and with the
than usual, Clark
— Tyler Clark possibility of drugs
said.
Campus Police Officer and alcohol being
“Some nights
present, that magwe respond to calls
nifies the potential
back-to-back and then other for problems.”
nights it’s really quiet,” he
Clark said he strives to build
said.
rapport with students by being

“Some nights
we respond to
calls back-toback, and then
other nights it’s
really quiet.”

respectful and understanding
that they are college-aged and
prone to mistakes.
He said he tries to help students when he can.
Just after 11:30 p.m., Clark
drove past a Jr. Food Store and
spotted a male student urinating
behind the building.
Clark determined he wasn’t
under the influence, but verbally reprimanded him for urinating in public.
But when Clark spoke of
drugs and drunk drivers, he said
there can be no leniency because
of the devastating effects of
both.
Reach Larry Rowell
at news@chherald.com.

CAMPUS LIFE

Security tightens at dances on campus
LARRY ROWELL
Herald reporter
Tighter security measures
are now in place for students
who want to dance in Garrett
Conference Center.
A new set of security regulations went into effect Friday,
just ahead of a dance sponsored by Omega Psi Phi fraternity from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in
Garrett.
Capt. Kerry Hatchett, campus police patrol commander,
outlined the regulations for five
campus officers who helped the
fraternity provide security at the
dance.
They are:
• Attendees must show a
valid Western ID.
• Attendees will be searched

C Y
M K

at the door by police, including
the members of the sponsoring organization that set up the
room before the dance.
• Only 50 non-Western students, who must preregister
with the sponsoring organization at least two days before the
event, can attend.
The regulations came out
of discussions among campus police and administration
officials.
Approval came during a Jan.
31 meeting with Howard Bailey,
associate vice president of student affairs and development,
members of University Centers,
campus police, the Office of
Diversity Programs and Gary
Wiser from Student Activity,
Organizations and Leadership,
Wiser said.

Hatchett told officers to be
On Jan. 27, police arrestcareful when searching women. ed Louisville junior Dishon
Male officers, with a witness Montgomery on charges of failpresent, use the backs of their ure to disperse after a dance
hands to search women.
at Garrett, a police report statLouisville senior
ed. Police stated
Jorian Seay said
Montgomery was
delays getting into
fighting with anoththe dance angered
er attendee.
some,
including
Another man,
her.
spotted by police at
“This long line
the Jan. 27 dance
and waiting period
with a pair of brass
is causing some
knuckles, disap— Christopher peared into the
headaches,”
she
said. “It’s ridicuWIlliams crowd.
lous.”
Three arrests
Munfordville senior
Munfordville
were made at the
senior Christopher
dance on Friday,
Williams disagreed.
police reports stated.
“I feel the searches will
Nashville freshman John
increase the safety of the people Barton was arrested for public
here,” he said.
intoxication and possession of

“I feel the
searches will
increase the
safety of the
people here.”
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marijuana. He was transported
to the Warren County Regional
Jail and released on Saturday on
a $1,000 unsecured bond.
Clinton freshman Eudora
Mason was arrested on charges
of alcohol intoxication in a public place.
Anthony Wilson, a non-student from Bowling Green, was
arrested on charges of criminal trespass and possession of
marijuana.
Hatchett said the cold weather helped disperse the crowd
after that dance.
Overall, campus police were
pleased with how the attendees
conducted themselves, Hatchett
said.
Reach Larry Rowell
at news@chherald.com.
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Sophomore Thomas Krug defeated Filipe Lima of Belmont 6-3 in a singles match Saturday night at Total Fitness Connection. The Toppers
blanked Belmont 7-0.

Men get second win, women
fall in two weekend matches

SARAH HYMAN
Herald reporter
Western’s tennis teams did
things differently this weekend,
and the strategy paid off.
Coach Jeff True altered the
lineups for both the teams’ doubles matches in an effort to find
combinations that might continue to produce wins throughout
the season.
The Toppers (2-1) benefited, defeating Belmont 7-0 on
Saturday.
“I do think it was a positive
change,” True said.
True moved junior Andy
True from no. 1 doubles and
replaced him with sophomore
Thomas Krug. Krug and senior
Chad True won their match 8-4.

At no. 2, Andy True and freshman Currie Martin prevailed
8-2. Sophomore Quinn Saine
and senior David Bowman won
by default at no. 3.
“I think it gave us a little
something new,” Martin said.
“Other teams are trying to figure
us out, and it’s good to change it
up every once in awhile.”
Jeff True said he plans to
keep this weekend’s doubles
teams together for most of the
season.
Jeff True changed his doubles
lineup for the Lady Toppers’
match against Murray State, and
the team lost 7-0. For Saturday’s
6-1 loss to Evansville, the team
reverted to the doubles lineup
it’s used for its other matches.
For the Lady Toppers (0-

4), Jeff True said their results
reflected improvement, despite
the fact that they’re still in pursuit of their first match win on
the season.
“We’re in a quandary here,”
he said. “We’re still trying to
find that combination that will
keep winning throughout the
season. It’s just going to take
some time to settle in. We’ve
done a lot of work in practice on
doubles, but I’m not really sure
where we’ll end up.”
Though Friday’s match ended
without Western winning a set,
the Lady Toppers took three of
their five doubles matches to
three sets against Evansville.
Senior Brittany Waiz said she
was impressed with the performances of freshmen Carrie True

and Leanne Caplinger, who both
lost to older opponents in three
sets.
“Once we get a little farther
into the season, I think we’ll be
able to turn those around and
win them,” Waiz said.
She said that each member
of the team plays at almost the
same skill level, and that the
trick will be finding compatible
doubles players.
The Lady Toppers return
to action Saturday when they
face Lipscomb at 1 p.m. The
Toppers will face Lipscomb at
6 p.m. Saturday. Both matches
will be played at Total Fitness
Connection.
Reach Sarah Hyman
at sports@chherald.com.

TRACK & FIELD

It’s a lovely weekend for
Western track and field

CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
The men’s and women’s
track teams felt the love a
couple of days early at the
Middle Tennessee Valentine
Invitational, winning a total of
five events and recording several more top-five finishes.
“It was a decent meet,” coach
Erik Jenkins said. “We found
some areas we need to strengthen in order to be successful in
the conference championship.”
Western’s track and field
teams won eight events last
week and over the weekend.
Sophomore Terrill McCombs
placed first in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 21.66 seconds, the second-fastest time
in Western history. Sophomore
Gavin Smellie finished one onethousandth of a second behind
McCombs, for third place and
the third-fastest time in the program’s history.
“(The race) was an experience,” McCombs said. “After
the race I didn’t even know who
won. We were so close we had
to wait until the results came up.
That’s probably one of the first
times I had to wait to see who
won a race.”
Junior Matt Taitt swept the
men’s throwing events for the
second time this season. He fin-

ished first in the weight throw first among collegiate athletes
with a toss of 57 feet, 3.5 inch- with a time of 49.26. He placed
es, and won the shot put with second overall.
distance of 55-1.
Sophomore Janet Jesang
Taitt said that he saw a lot placed first in the women’s mile
to improve upon with his per- with a time of 5:03.29.
formance.
In women’s field, freshman
“For me individually, it Kayla Pittman took the top spot
wasn’t that great of a day,” Taitt in the high jump with a height
said. “I came out with victories, of 5 feet.
but it wasn’t satisfying personThe teams will have two
ally. I didn’t
weeks to tunethrow as well as
up
before
I should have.”
the Sun Belt
Sophomore
Conference
Brian Soverns
I n d o o r
placed second
Championships
in both events,
on Feb. 23-24
with a distance
at the Murphy
of 53-9 in the
Center
in
weight-throw,
Murfreesboro,
and a careerTenn.
best toss of 54-8
“Next week
in the shot put.
we want to just
In
other
dial-in and be
men’s
field
prepared to go
events, senior
in to a champiAsa Dew placed
onship environfirst among col—Terrill McCombs ment at Middle
legiates
and
Tennessee
Sophomore
third overall in
State,” Jenkins
the triple-jump
said. “We’ve
with a distance of 45-11.75.
run on the track a couple times
For the Lady Toppers, soph- now, but no matter what hapomore Kellie Morrison won the pened in the past, we prepare to
women’s 400-meter dash with a be successful in the future.”
time of 57.26 seconds.
In the men’s 400-meter, Reach Chris Acree
junior Romaine McKay placed at sports@chherald.com

“After the race I
didn’t even know
who won. We were
so close we had to
wait until the results
came up. That’s
probably one of the
first times I had to
wait to see who won
a race.”
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program’s history. It was part
of a 12-match unbeaten streak
that netted them a regular
season conference title and
the no. 1 seed in the Sun Belt
tournament.
Neidell said that winning
streaks are challenging to
maintain.
“It’s impossible,” Neidell said.
“Streaks always end. You can put
together a record-breaking streak,
but there is always somebody out
there better than you are.”
The expert on winning
streaks on campus might just
be swim team coach Bruce
Marchionda.

Tops
Continued

from page

10A

Western plays three Sun Belt
Conference tournament games,
plus the possibility of one more
postseason game, Lee must
average 21.7 points over the
next 10 games. If Western plays
11 games, Lee will need 19.7.
Lee’s current season average
through 24 games is 21.6.
But that’s not the focus for
Lee right now.
“My focus is getting to the
tournament,” Lee said. “And
going to the conference tournament and winning that, and

Recruits
Continued
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“We’ve promised each and
every one of those guys that
they would get a legitimate
opportunity to play quarterback,”
Elson said. “And we’re going to
live up to our word when it
comes to that but you know,
ultimately, it’s like any other
position; there can only be so

Until last Thursday’s defeat at
Louisville, the Toppers had won
29-straight dual meets.
The team had not lost since
Jan. 29, 2005.
“Consistency is key,”
Marchionda said. “Consistency
in performance and consistency
in training. You need a concerted
effort to not back down.”
The Lady Toppers’ basketball
team has had company from
its male counterparts as well.
Coach Darrin Horn’s Toppers
are riding a nine-game winning
streak.
Despite the end of the streak,
the Lady Toppers are still
leading the conference in several
categories on the hardwood.
They are on top of the SBC
East Division standings, and
lead the league in offense with

74.8 points a game. They also
lead the league in field-goal
percentage, making .463 percent
of their shots.
They also out-rebound their
opponents by an average of 7.2
boards per game.
Western will try to begin a
new streak against Troy at 7 p.m.
Thursday night in Diddle Arena.
Cowles said the team must
stick to what it was doing to
maintain its success.
“Ultimately, if we continue to
take one game at a time,” Cowles
said. “Continue to shoot the ball
well, play good defense and
keep turnovers to a minimum,
we should be in a good position
to start a new streak.”
Reach Chris Acree at
sports@chherald.com.

advancing in the NCAA tournament.”
Coach Darrin Horn said he
believes there isn’t any question
that Lee is one of the best that’s
ever played at Western.
“One of the things that makes
him special is not just his ability to score 2,000,” Horn said.
“But one of the reasons we’re
playing so well is the attitude he
has. When your best player has
the attitude that he’s not getting
caught up in individual stuff, it
sure makes everything easier.”
In addition to Lee’s 31,
senior guard Tyrone Brazelton
scored 21 points, added eight
assists and committed just one
turnover.
“I was just out there hoo-

pin’ and I felt comfortable,”
Brazelton said. “My teammates
were moving and we were just
all on the same page tonight so
it all just clicked together.”
Things have been clicking
during the last nine games for
Western. They currently are tied
for the sixth-longest winning
streak in the country at nine
games.
Western plays Troy at 7 p.m.
tomorrow at Diddle Arena.
“It’d be nice to have sellouts
for our last three home games
at Diddle Arena,” Horn said.
“You’re talking about a special,
special group of seniors.”

many guys at that position at
one time.”
Elson said much of the
focus was on obtaining depth
at both offensive and defensive
line positions. Nine of the 16
incoming freshmen signed to
play up front.
The Toppers nabbed ESPN’s
21st best defensive lineman
by signing 6-foot, 265-pound
Jamarcus Allen from Orlando, Fla.
Offensively, there were two
linemen who rank in ESPN’s top

150 at their position.
However, none of the signees
are from Kentucky.
“It was just a down year from
talent perspective,” Elson said of
the team’s recruitment in their
home state.
Elson said of the in-state
players who were prospects,
many committed early to large
BCS schools.

Soccer
Continued

from
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Holmes stated that all of
the underclassmen that plan
to transfer have cumulative
grade point averages of 3.5
or above and have started for
the team.
Since the team currently has
the highest cumulative GPA
of Western’s men’s programs,
many coaches of other schools
are interested in adding one
of Western’s athletes to their
programs, Holmes stated.
“In one respect, my job has
been easy,” Holmes stated.
Despite their grades, however, the team’s four juniors
are in a tough position because
they only have one year of eligibility left. They’re also three
semesters away from finishing
their undergraduate degrees.
“Not many teams are going
to want a guy with one year to
play,” Downey said.
Helping to place his athletes at different programs is

only one challenge Holmes
faces. The tougher job is letting go of a program that he
has coached since 1984.
It’s a struggle players are
aware of.
“I can’t imagine how hard it
is for him,” Magnuson said.
Several players said that
Holmes and his wife, Sharon,
treat the team like family.
Nearly all have said that it will
be painful to leave Western,
where they’ve made friends
and created a bond that they
might not be able to duplicate
with their new teammates.
But for each of these men,
soccer is something they can’t
imagine living without, and to
finish their careers, they have
little choice but to transfer.
On Feb. 5, Holmes held
a team meeting “to see if we
wanted to continue to play
the spring season,” sophomore
defender Tim Muessig said.
As a result of that meeting, the
team will play two matches
each on Feb. 23 and March 1.
“We want to finish,”
Downey said. “We want to

show people that we still want
to play.”
Reach Sarah Hyman
at news@chherald.com.
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For Rent
All Utilities Paid!
1 BR $539; 2 BR $589
3 Minutes to Campus!
New Fitness Center!
New Business Center &
Computer Lab! New hardwood! Sparkling Pool!
Now Pre-Leasing for
Spring/Summer Semester.
Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com

••••••••••••••••••••
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Classifieds
The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

For Rent

Travel

3 bedroom, 1 bath
Upstairs Apartment
1036-B Park St.
Some utilities included.
$525/month.
Call (270) 782-7885

Panama City Beach, Florida.
Beachfront hotel with pool.
Great Rooms, Great Rates!
Very close to many area
attractions including
Spinnaker, and Club LaVela.
Stay 6 nights, 7th night FREE!
Mention code 42101
for discount. Lollye on the
Beach 1-888-565-5931.
www.lollye.com

••••••••••••••••••••

3-4 bdrm. house at
1112 Chestnut.
2 bath Central heat & air.
W/D hookup. $850;
1 bdrm. apartments $325-$375
Call 781-8307.

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Cabell Gardens Fall 2008
Executive apartments, one
block from WKU,
2 or 3 bedroom $250 each.
Parking, W/D all appliances.
1504 Park Street.
Call 270-781-9182

••••••••••••••••••••

Note to Readers: The College
Heights Herald screens ads for
misleading or false claims but cannot
guarantee any ad or claim. Please
use caution when answering ads,
especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information.

1 Block from WKU
Studio Apartment
$275/month+deposit and
some utilities. Phone 796-7949.

••••••••••••••••••••

New 3 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath
Townhouse. Located on
Park St. Parking lot in back.
Immediate Occupancy.
$700/month. Call 535-8511.

••••••••••••••••••••

Free Rent to student who can
be available to an elderly lady
on weeknights. 270-796-3725
inquire after 9p.m. each evening.
Great for student teachers.

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the
Fair Housing Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference,
limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin, handicapped status, families with children, or any intention to make such
a preference, limitation or discrimination.” This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers
are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available
on an equal opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at 502583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.

Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager

Services
Injured in an auto accident or

hurt at work? You may be eli-

gible to receive massage therapy
treatments at no cost to you. We
bill insurance company for you.
Call 270-779-4739

••••••••••••••••••••
Roommate Wanted
••••••••••••••••••••

Group Rates &
Price Matching

www.wkutravel.com
••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

For Sale

••••••••••••••••••••

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach

800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*
*V ALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS .

Want

••••••••••••••••••••

to drive brand new cars

with ads placed on them
Please visit

www.AdCarClub.com

••••••••••••••••••••

summer job at KentucKy 4-H camps

The Presbyterian Church

Lost & Found

Golf Tee Times,

Earn $800-$3200 a month

Textbooks

Locally owned and operated.

Resorts, Hotels,

Undercover Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day.
Undercover Shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining
establishments. Exp. Not RE.
Call 800-722-4791

Miscellaneous

Pets & Animals

Book Flights,

Help Wanted

Positions are available as Camp Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming, canoeing, nature,
recreation, rifle, archery and high and low ropes. Internships available. Watch for our job postings on Top Jobs
website at Career Services. Deadline for application is
March 7th. For more information, visit our website at
www.kentucky4h.org/camp and apply on line at UK Jobs.
We will be on campus February 28th conducting interviews. Contact Career Services to schedule interview.

••••••••••••••••••••

Spring Break 2008

Help Wanted

to place a

at 1003 State Street would like to hire student interested
in Early Childhood Education to attend training and assist in teaching Godly Play™ to preschool children every Sunday Morning. Student must be available for a
special training event that will take place on Saturday,
April 2nd from 9am-3pm at The Presbyterian Church.
Experience in Godly Play™ is a wonderful opportunity
to learn the art of storytelling and work with a Montessori-based program that is developmentally appropriate
for young children. To learn more about the curriculum
go to www.godlyplay.org. Competitive compensation.
Please e-mail resume along with three reference contacts
to Beth Walden-Fisher: beth.fisher@bgpres.org

Classified Ad? Call Today! 745-2653

Pricing:$6 for first 15 words, 30¢ each additional word.
Deadlines: Tuesday’s Paper: 4pm Friday, Thursday’s Paper: 4pm Tuesday.
We Accept Mastercard, Visa & Discover Card by phone or just stop by our new building! (across from mmth)

▼
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Toppers, Lady Toppers have
‘mixed’ success over the
weekend. page 8A
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Streaks
becoming
fashionable
for Toppers

Track & Field

Teams see records fall at
MTSU Valentine Invitational
in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

▼
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Online

CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter

Softball team prepares to
open season with long road
trip.

▼

EVENTS
Wednesday

▼

Men’s basketball vs. Troy,
7 p.m., Diddle Arena

Thursday

Alton Strupp/Herald

“How did I lose two pizzas in 12 hours and not eat either of them?” Mitch Green said. Green, right, is a junior midfielder on the men’s
soccer team. ”Maria ate them,” junior midfielder Dustin Downey (not pictured) replied. The Topper men’s soccer team, along with
former players including Shelton Slack (left), pass the time while watching Liverpool take on Chelsea in a soccer match Sunday afternoon. The players are waiting to make their next move in the fight to save their program. After a good turnout at the rally to save the
team, the team now intends to continue practicing and contacting further support for their cause.

Women’s basketball vs.
Troy, 7 p.m., Diddle Arena

Friday

▼

Softball vs. Oregon State at
the Kajikawa Classic, 1:45
p.m., Tempe, Ariz.

Saturday

Men’s basketball at Middle
Tennessee State, 3 p.m.
Women’s tennis vs.
Lipscomb, 1 p.m.
Men’s tennis vs. Austin
Peay, 6 p.m.
Softball vs. Southern Utah
at the Kajikawa Classic,
12:30 p.m., Tempe, Arizona

▼

Softball vs. Notre Dame at
the Kajikawa Classic, 4:30
p.m., Tempe, Ariz.

Sunday

Women’s basketball at
Middle Tennessee State,
2 p.m.
Softball vs. Texas Tech at
the Kajikawa Classic, 11
a.m., Tempe, Ariz.

CONTACT
Sports Editor
DAVID HARTEN:
sports@chherald.com
Photo Editor
LIBBY ISENHOWER:
photo@chherald.com

See FASHIONABLE,

A new chapter begins for Western men’s soccer players
SARAH HYMAN
Herald reporter
Last week was a frenzy of
e-mails, meetings, practices
and protests for the men’s soccer team.
Coach David Holmes stated
in an e-mail that 11 of the
15 underclassmen on the team
have decided to transfer, after
Western announced the program’s cut on Feb. 1.
But as the members of
the team wait for a trip to
Frankfort on Feb. 20, when
they will express their discontent with the elimination of
their program effective at the
end of the fiscal year, they’re

enjoying what looks to be their
last semester together.
On Sunday, that included
gathering at the team’s house
on College Street to watch a
battle between English soccer
clubs Liverpool and Chelsea.
“It’s kind of weird because
when you first come to
Western, you don’t know anybody,” sophomore forward
Brad Magnuson said. “Your
teammates are the first friends
you make, so we all really
bonded together.”
That relationship was evident during the LiverpoolChelsea soccer match.
Though the game ended in
an 0-0 tie, the contest was heat-

ed and eventful, and Western’s
players matched the intensity
with their good-natured arguments.
Junior left midfielder Dustin
Downey regaled the room with
tales of his Saturday night
exploits. Former Western forward Shelton Slack emphatically insisted that everyone in
the room root for Chelsea.
“My high school coach
grew up there,” he said as justification.
Junior midfielder Mitch
Green complained loudly
about the mysterious loss of
two frozen pizzas he’d bought
the day before.
And in the middle of it all,

freshman midfielder Blake
Wilson took a well-deserved
nap.
The team is trying to
enjoy the time they have left,
Magnuson said.
“It makes it a little bit different when we’re all hanging
out,” he said. “Now people
are talking about where they’re
transferring and what different coaches are like. When we
got here, we thought we’d be
together for all four years, and
that’s all changed.”
But the team’s chemistry
remains, Downey said.
“We’re more close than we
ever have been, because of the
situation,” he said.
S e e S occer , p a g e 9 A

FOOTBALL

Western aims for higher profile
recruits with 2008 signing class
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter

During the walk down the
hall to coach David Elson’s
office in Smith Stadium, the
walls are decorated with reminders of Western’s gridiron past.
For Elson, history was a selling point for the 16 incoming
freshmen who signed national letters of intent to play at
Western in the fall.
“Be a part of history (is what
we said),” Elson said. “(The
signees) can be a part of something that’s not going on anywhere else in the United States
of America. We’re a (Football
Bowl Subdivision) football program now, so that’s exciting.
There’s so many things to sell,
you never run short of things to
talk about with the recruits.”
The Toppers will complete their second year of a
two-year transitional period as

Western moves to the Football
Bowl Subdivision (formerly
Division I-A) from the Football
Championship Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA).
While Elson didn’t say which
players he expected to redshirt,
those that do will begin playing
in Western’s first year of eligibility for postseason bowl berths
and a Sun Belt Conference
championship.
“We told them all we want
them to come in to expect to
play,” Elson said. “But in the
same breath we say, ‘understand
that there’s only a handful of
freshman that play each year,
so you’re looking at four years
of conference championship and
bowl eligibility.’”
Future competition for a playing spot might be in store for
the Toppers. They signed four
quarterbacks, and Elson said one
thing that is good about them is
they’re very athletic.
See RECRUITS, page 9a

Signed Players
▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼

▼

Softball at Arizona State,
6 p.m.

It appears the Lady Toppers,
like other athletic teams on this
campus, have stayed away from
the Windex.
They just can’t keep from
streaking.
Until the Lady Toppers’ 6764 defeat at the hands of North
Texas on Feb. 6, Western (18-6,
11-1 Sun Belt Conference East
Division) was riding a 12-game
winning streak.
“Obviously you have to
learn from the mistakes that
are made,” coach Mary Taylor
Cowles said. “This comes out
through practice and studying
film.”
This included the program’s
first 11-0 start in conference
history.
The streak marked the Lady
Toppers’ longest winning streak
in two seasons.
Cowles’ longest winning
streak was 15 games in the
2002-2003 season, including
Cowles’ only trip to the NCAA
tournament that ended with a
64-52 loss to Rutgers in the first
round.
When faced with a win streak
coming to an end, Cowles might
be wise to listen to some of her
fellow coaches.
Women’s soccer coach Jason
Neidell knows a thing or two
about a winning streak.
He coached the Lady Toppers
to a 10-match winning streak in
2007, the longest in the

Jamarcus Allen—6-0 265, Fr.-HS, DL, Boone HS Orlando, Fla.
Jared Clendenin—6-3 230, Fr.-HS, DL, Stephenson HS, Stone Mountain, Ga.
Tyran Golden—6-3 210, Fr.-HS, LB, Martin Luther King HS, Lithonia, Ga.
Dexter Haynes—6-4 190, Fr.-HS, QB, Charlton County HS, Folkston, Ga.
Kawaun Jakes—6-3 190, Fr.-HS, QB, St. Augustine HS, St. Augustine, Fla.
Sergio Joyner—6-2 200, Fr.-HS, LB, Armwood HS, Tampa, Fla.
Rammell Lewis—6-2 250, Fr.-HS, DL, Grayson HS, Loganville, Ga.
Kenny Martin—6-0 265, Fr.-HS, DL, Ocoee HS, Ocoee, Fla.
Anthony Sheppard—6-1 170, Fr.-HS, QB, Pahokee HS, Pahokee, Fla.
Corey Shields—6-3 190, Fr.-HS, DB, Salem HS, Conyers, Ga.
Adam Smith—6-5 290, Fr.-HS, OL, Blackman HS, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Quanterus Smith—6-5 220, Fr.-HS, DL, Grayson HS, Loganville, Ga.
Luke Stansfield—6-3 275, Fr.-HS, OL, Ravenwood HS, Franklin, Tenn.
Marcus Vasquez—6-2 190, Fr.-HS, QB, Otay Ranch HS, Chula Vista, Calif.
Seth White—6-5 265, Fr.-HS, OL, Donelson Christian Academy, Nashville, Tenn.
Brandon Whitty—6-2 250, Fr.-HS, DL, St. Augustine HS, St. Augustine, Fla.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Tops take
down Mean
Green

ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter

DENTON, Texas — With
the exception of the small
pocket of Western fans, many
of the 3,246 in attendance at
Western’s 94-84 victory last
Thursday probably didn’t see
it coming, or remember it, or
knew it even happened.
Mostly because the game
wasn’t stopped. No presentation was made. No standing
ovation. Essentially, no pomp
and circumstance.
The game went on.
In fact, 20 seconds later
sophomore forward Jeremy
Evans picked up his first foul.
But for senior guard Courtney
Lee, Thursday was the night he
passed the 2,000 career point
mark, becoming just the third
Topper in history to reach the
plateau.
It took Lee two tries. He
missed an initial layup before
tipping the ball in on a put-back
and scoring two points, putting
him at 2,001 for his career. Lee
finished that night with a gamehigh 31 points, leaving him with
2,022 career points.
“I mean, it’s a big accomplishment,” Lee said. “But
it wouldn’t be possible if it
weren’t for the coach calling
plays and my teammates giving
me the ball at the right time.”
Lee didn’t know when he
hit the mark during the game
either.
“That pretty much was the
last thought in my mind,” Lee
said. “I just wanted to go out
and get the victory.”
Jim McDaniels’ all-time
scoring record isn’t out of reach
for Lee. McDaniels, who played
from 1968-1971, is the all-time
leading scorer for the Toppers
with 2,238 points.
The Toppers have six regular
season games remaining, and if
See TOPS,

page
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story?
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A junior puts her interest
in helping the elderly to
use through her service at
church. page 3B
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Tornado

▼

Photos document the
damage that hit the Allen
County area. page 6B

Rodeo

Photos document last
weekend’s rodeo. page 2B

‘‘

QUOTABLE
“This whole experience gives me a
very exciting feeling,
because 2007 is totally
gone. It’s 2008 and
everything is new,
and I feel that it’s a
great time to start over
again.”
Connie Lin
graduate student from
Pingdong, Taiwan
page 3B

“My church has a
neat dynamic. There
is a large group of
older people and then
college students.
There really isn’t
much in between and
I think it is important
to have those two
groups interact.”
Becky Wharton
Nashville junior
page 3B

“They were three girls
you could count on.
Grounded girls in all
aspects.”

‘‘
Ashley Gore
Phi Mu alumna
page 5B

CONTACT
Feature Editor
NINA BOSKEN
Assistant Photo Editor
JOY LEWIS
(270) 745-6291

Celebration

Fireworks, traditions mark Chinese New Year in Bowling Green
ALEX BOOZE
Herald reporter
Chinese-inspired music and
the sweet aromas of fruit cocktail,
pork and honey ham quickly filled
each room in Living Hope Baptist
Church Saturday night. Families
from around Bowling Green gathered together to celebrate the
Chinese New Year.
People greeted their friends and
families by saying “Xin Nian Kuai
le!,” meaning “Happy New Year”
in Mandarin. They passed out red
envelopes, a new year tradition, and
snacked on sunflower seeds, cookies and other finger foods.

The group sang songs of worship such as “What a Friend I Have
in Jesus,” as well as listened to a
violin solo of “Amazing Grace” and
other performances that showed
their appreciation to God for years
past and the new year to come.
Parents hugged and kissed their
children, as they excitedly opened
their red envelopes filled with money
The Chinese New Year, which
was celebrated on Feb. 6 and 7 this
year, is a way for those who celebrate it to be around loved ones,
while celebrating the coming of
spring and warmer weather.
See CHINESE,

page
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(Top) Carane Zhao and Connie Niu sang two songs, including “One Day,”
to celebrate that Jesus had brought them to another year. “They are to
show that Jesus loves us and will help us through all of our struggles,”
Zhao said. (Bottom) Along with five other children, Nina Huang and
Meigan Niu sang and signed “Jesus Loves Me” and the Chinese New
Year song in both English and Mandarin. The children wore red because it
symbolizes happiness and good fortune in China.

Jenna Smith/Herald

International students
share Asian culture
with school children

RYAN FRANKLIN
Herald reporter

During the Chinese New Year,
people travel great distances to be
with their families. Many will
trek cross-country to return home
for this sacred holiday. But this
New Year told of a much different journey for four Chinese and
one Taiwanese student.
Instead of going back to their
homelands, they made a much
different trip last Friday: a visit to
Cumberland Trace Elementary
School in Bowling Green.
It was the first time Zhan
Jiang, a graduate student
from Chongqing, China, had
visited an elementary school
in America. Others such as
Haowei Gao, a graduate student from Taiyuan, China,
have made previous visits to
schools in the United States.
Tzu-Hui Pan, a graduate
student from Taiwan, spent
time talking to the students
about her home in Taiwan.
The international students
devoted an entire school day
teaching American children
about China and Taiwan.
“We hope people can understand the Chinese culture,”
Gao said.
Teresa Christmas, a teacher
at Cumberland Trace, made the
request that the international
students visit their school.
“It’s a small planet, and we
need to know about China,”

Christmas said.
She said that a first-hand experience will make the material more
interesting and memorable.
Children were able to see
pieces of the China’s history.
She also allowed for some
students to dress in Chinese
ensembles themselves.
Children participated in
traditions such as painting
Chinese characters. They wrote
traditional calligraphy with
bamboo brushes on red paper
with black ink.
They were also taught the
significance of the 12 animals
in the Chinese calendar.
Yang Jie, the wife of Gao
from Taiyuan, China, wanted
the young students to know
that Chinese people are kind
and gentle, and said she hopes
that American children are
interested in Chinese culture.
The visitors noticed that
the children asked many questions, which is discouraged in
Chinese schools.
Christmas said there was
a good exchange between the
students and their international
visitors.
Overall, it was a wonderful opportunity and first-hand
account, she said.
“I hope it is a good start for
children to understand another
culture,” Gao said.
Reach Ryan Franklin
at diversions@chherald.com.

Briana Scroggins/Herald

Emily Holland, a junior from Franklin, Tenn., releases one of the three sky lanterns that represented the three deceased Phi Mu sisters, Rachel Cate, Katie Jeter and Rachel Blevins. Cate was
a friend of Holland’s family. She went to church with Holland and was also her babysitter.

Sorority remembers three
sisters killed in accident
RYAN FRANKLIN
Herald reporter
A chorus of voices, quiet yet
strong, could be heard from the
Phi Mu sorority house while
sky lanterns rose into the chilly
night sky as symbols of love
and remembrance for three young
women who died four years ago.
Feb. 7 marked the anniversary of
the deaths of Phi Mus Rachel Cate,
Rachel Blevins and Katie Jeter.

Phi Mu members – past and
present – gathered at their new
sorority house on Chestnut Street
Thursday evening for their annual
memorial for the women.
The three women died when their
car skidded off Interstate 65 on their
way to Louisville for a statewide
meeting. They would have graduated
last May.

“They were
three girls you
could count
on. Grounded
girls in all
aspects.”
— Ashley Gore

See SISTERS,

page
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Phi Mu Alumna
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at the

RODEO

PHOTOS BY AARON BORTON

(Above) A man watches the
roping competition during
the Lone Star Rodeo at the
Agricultural Exposition Center
on Saturday afternoon.
(Far top left) A horse stands
outside of the Ag Expo Center
Saturday.
(Far bottom left) Wade
Shimfessel gets thrown off of a
bull during the rodeo Saturday.
More than 300 contestants
competed for money and points
in the rodeo’s events.
(Left) Billy Rowland heads to
the concession stand. Rowland
took his grandson to the rodeo.
The company reported that it
had four sell-out performances
in Bowling Green last weekend.
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Loren Gifford/Herald

(Right) Becky Wharton

Student finds a passion
in working with elderly
JILL ERWIN
Herald reporter

t

Aging is one thing that will
happen to everyone.
Nashville junior Becky
Wharton knows this for sure
and uses that knowledge in her
plans after graduation. Wharton,
who majors in economics, has a
minor in gerontology, the study
of aging.
Wharton uses this interest in her involvement at her
church, Burton Memorial
Baptist in Bowling Green. She
spends her Sunday afternoons
with elderly members, keeping
them company and teaching
them about God.
Her interest in aging began
when her grandfather, Len,
who was an ex-hockey player, became less active as he
got older. She said she wished
there were more things to keep
him occupied and began thinking of ways she could do that
locally.
She drives to BrittHaven
Inc. Nursing Home to spend
at least 30 minutes with two
members of her congregation,
Estelle and Desi.
Wharton usually spends the
time talking about different
things, from God to events that
happened during the week. She
said it’s a great way to relate to
older generations.
“My church has a neat

Page 3B
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Qian Yuan, chairperson
for the Living Hope Chinese
Ministry, said since the
program started in 2006,
it has served as a way
for people to welcome
newcomers to the area who
enjoy hearing the gospel and
worshiping the Lord, as well
as sharing the Chinese New
Year experience
“Many people come and
go, but while they are here we
want them to come to know
Jesus,” Yuan said. “This
program gives them spiritual
support and something to
believe in.”
Apart from worship and
praise, Yuan said that the
program also serves as a way
for international students to
feel close to home.
“This program is a way
to help ease homesickness
for the students who cannot

celebrate it with their
families,” he said. “Even
though they are so far away,
we want them to know they
can feel love from God.”
Yueh-Ying
Liao,
a
graduate
student
from
Taichung, Taiwan, stood in
the church kitchen rapidly
cutting ham and pineapple
with her friends as they
awaited the start of the
program.
“This
celebration
is
important to me because
I get to help be a part of a
tradition and I get to be
around my friends,” Liao
said. “It’s fun, and they help
me out a lot.”
For Connie Lin, a graduate
student from Pingdong,
Taiwan, the celebration
represents a new beginning.
“This is a centuries old
tradition where everyone
dresses up in new clothes
from head to toe,” Lin
said. “It’s really exciting
because this feels like a new
beginning.”

Lin said that the Chinese
New Year revolves around a
story of a man-eating beast
named “Nian” who came out
of hiding every 12 months
during the winter to hunt.
The people believed Nian
was scared of fireworks and
the color red. If the color red
continues to scare off the
monster when it’s revealed
to him, many believe that a
year full of luck and wealth
will follow.
Parents and the elderly
give money to young people
in a red envelope that’s
placed under a pillow. When
they wake up, they open it
like a Christmas gift, she
said.
“This whole experience
gives me a very exciting
feeling, because 2007 is
totally gone,” she said. “It’s
2008 and everything is new,
and I feel that it’s a great
time to start over again.”
Reach Alex Booze
at diversions@chherald.com.

dynamic,” she said. “There is official student organization
a large group of older people yet, but Wharton hopes to make
and then college students. There it official next semester.
really isn’t much in between and
The group runs on volunteers
I think it is important to have who have a passion for helping
those two groups interact.”
the elderly. They have had one
Wharton plans events in event last semester in which sevwhich young people from her eral students decorated a table
church can go to BrittHaven and for the Ombudsman Program
get involved with the elderly.
conference and served food to
For Christmas, she even the elderly who attended.
planned a caroling trip that 27
The Ombudsman Program
members of the church
works with longattended.
term care providKaitlin Christian,
ers and patients in
a sophomore from
the Barren River
Germantown, Tenn.,
area. It offers
helped with the
volunteer opporChristmas trip and
tunities to work
also attends Burton
with long-term
Memorial. Christian
care patients.
said she admires the
Wharton is
strong
dedication
now trying to
—Kaitlin Christian develop a brothat Wharton has to
Germantown, Tenn., chure
the residents of the
called
sophomore “In Their Own
nursing home and to
ministry. Her love is
Words” to proapparent through her “sweet vide information about what
spirit,” she said.
nursing home residents want
“She has the heart for the out of volunteer visitors, said
lord and loves people, because Dana Bradley, associate public
she loves God,” Christian said.
health professor and Aging in
Wharton is planning a trip to Action sponsor.
BrittHaven for Valentine’s Day,
The group will be very sucin which members of her church cessful with Wharton involved
will hand out flowers.
because of her strong dedication
Wharton not only shares her and enthusiasm for her field,
passion through her church, but Bradley said.
also by helping to start a new
organization, Aging in Action.
Reach Jill Erwin
Aging in Action is not an at diversions@chherald.com.

“She has
the heart for
the lord and
loves people,
because she
loves God.”

News briefs

Big Brothers Big Sisters
bowl to raise money

Big Brothers Big Sisters is
sponsoring the 2008 Bowl for
Kids’ Sake to raise money for
their outreach program and promote awareness of involvement
in the lives of children. It will
take place from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. on Feb. 26 at the Downing
University Center fourth floor
bowling center.
There will be complimentary
pizza, drinks, T-shirts and door
prizes.

To sign up an individual or
team, or for more information,
call Big Brothers Big Sisters
of South Central Kentucky at
(270) 781-1180.

Career and teacher
recruitment fairs today

College to Career and
Teacher Recruitment fairs are
going on today at the Tennessee
State Fairgrounds in Nashville
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Free tickets are available at the Career
Services Center in Downing

University Center A-230.
The event is open to juniors,
seniors, graduate students and
alumni of Western and other
member schools of the Nashville
Area Career Fair Consortium.
Parking is free and professional
dress is required.
For more information, contact Career Services at (270)
745-3095 or visit http://www.
nashvillefairs.org/students.
html. Directions are available
at this site.
— Ami Clayton

& Breadsticks or Garlic
Parmesan Breadsticks

$11.99

ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST
PAN PIZZA EXTRA
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The ceremony began with
a prayer and poem given by
the current Phi Mu president
Stephanie Lane, a junior from
Mt. Juliet, Tenn.
Lane said because no current
Phi Mus were members of the
sorority when the women died,
they decided to have a nonritual
ceremony.
“Simple is better,” Lane
said. “It’s not as heavy.”
The remainder of the
ceremony took place outside
as the women formed a large

circle in front of the house.
Candles lit the scene as former
Phi Mus recalled memories of
the trio.
Phi Mu Alumna Ashley
Gore was in the same pledge
class as the women. She gave a
eulogy for each of them.
She asked each Phi Mu to
be more like Cate, who was
the first sister to embrace her.
She hoped that they would be
more like Blevins, who radiated
pink, the sorority’s color. And
she wished they would have
the same attitude as Jeter, who
wanted to one day be sorority
president.
Gore reminded the women
to care for each other and
enjoy being sisters, because

that sisterhood meant so much
to each of the women.
“They were three girls
you could count on,” Gore
said. “Grounded girls in all
aspects.”
There were more than 50 Phi
Mus to witness the ceremony.
It concluded with the lighting
of three pink sky lanterns.
Hunter Williams was a
junior and a member of Phi
Mu at the time of the women’s
deaths.
“It really expressed who these
women were,” Williams said.
“No matter how many years,
we’ll always remember them.”
Reach Ryan Franklin
at diversions@chherald.com.

Check us out

Brendan Sullivan/Herald

Chris Barnett, 17, left, and Tajh Pearson, 17, both of Bowling Green burst out in laughter as they
exchange comments about other band members’ musical talent. They attend Kaleidoscope, a community-based youth development program, providing youth opportunities to explore the arts.

every Tuesday & Thursday
or online 24/7 at www.wkuherald.com

Program offers youth
a way to get involved
RYAN W. HUNTON
Herald reporter
Moving to the rhythm of
his words, 10-year-old Tharius
Conley read his poem.
“I just started thinking of
this vision,” he said, “races and
faces. I said to myself, ‘I got to
get this on paper.’ And then the
beat comes to mind and I start to
feel the beat and the rhyme.”
The performance was by
Kaleidoscope, a communitybased youth development program. It was at State Street
Baptist Church as part of
the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Celebration last month.
Program coordinator Lauren
Cunningham was in the front
row throughout the performance.
“Giving young people something to be celebrated about
gives them a confidence that is
empowering,” she said.
The program includes three
art teams: hip hop music, mural
and dance. They each meet at
least once a week.
It includes a community outreach program in four fields:
visual arts, music, dance and
creative writing.
It also includes a service
learning program which has
teamed with Greenwood Park
Church of Christ the past two
years to take youth to help with
Katrina relief.
“These two years have
been very transformative,”
Cunningham said.
Mondays, Kaleidoscope art
teams meet to prepare works for
an exposition on March 4 called
Voices4Justice. Members of the
art teams drew inspiration from
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the work of other community
The program was origiorganizations exposing issues nally at the Parker-Bennett
of social inequality.
Community Center on Double
Kaleidoscope holds two Springs Road. Cunningham
Voice4Justice events yearly.
said the program grew to about
Now, their focus is fair hous- 100 kids, three nights a week.
ing in Bowling Green.
After two years, the program
Kaleidoscope was created in moved to LC Curry Elementary
August 2005 through a federal School on Durbin Lane.
earmark through Western’s psyCunningham said it’s been
chology department as part of a rebuilding process since the
Western’s Juvenile Delinquency move. There are about 40 stuPrevention Project.
dents now, 12 mentoring artists,
That project was developed and two full-time coordinators.
after a 2005 surShe said the
vey showed only
move was to
25 percent of
serve the underWarren County
served youth of
youths believed
the LC Curry
the community
community.
valued them,
“It’s a comand less than 33
munity
that
percent believed
has nothing for
they were given
young people,”
opportunities to
Cunningham
contribute and
said. “We want
make improveto make it shine
ments to their
again.”
community and
Cunningham
— Lauren Cunningham said she is not
school.
Ben Kickert,
Program Coordinator worried about
community
the future of the
youth developprogram.
ment coordinator, said this puts
“I have a lot of faith in the
them in a limbo.
Bowling Green community,”
“We don’t really know what she said. “You can take away
to do yet,” he said.
the institution and money, but
He plans to seek smaller you can’t take away the relagrants and donations to decrease tionships. Those will never go
their dependence on one source away.”
of funding.
She said as long as there is a
Bowling Green mayor Elaine place and people who will come,
Walker said in the midst of Kaleidoscope will live on.
“tough economic times,” the
important thing to do is to get Herald reporter Greg Capillo
the word out.
contributed to this story.
“Let’s invest in being proactive,” she said, “giving young Reach the reporters at news@
people a creative outlet.”
chherald.com.

“I have a lot of faith
in the Bowling Green
community,” she
said. “You can take
away the institution
and money, but you
can’t take away the
relationships. Those
will never go away.”
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the
of the

storm
photos by Brendan Sullivan

(Above) Several cows are left dead after a
tornado hit the Allen County area on Feb. 5.
(Far left) Tyler Ausbrooks, 10, of Holland
helps clean up the remains of a barn that
was destroyed during last week’s tornado
in the Allen County area. “We were in our
basement just 10 feet from the tornado, and
it didn’t hit us. I wasn’t scared. Everything
was just blown down the next day,”
Ausbrooks said.
(Left) A trailer was thrown a quarter mile
by the tornado on Brian Celsor’s property
in Fountain Run. Celsor and members of his
family searched the field on Saturday to see
what they could salvage.

Just ink . . . or a future Inc.?
May the top business concepts and plans win!

A new statewide competition for innovation-minded public
university students in Kentucky offers more than $100,000
in combined prizes and awards to teams judged as having
one of the state’s top student business concepts or
business plans. Student teams will be selected by
their own university to participate in the Idea State
U competition.
There are graduate and undergraduate tracks
in both the business concept and business plan
categories. Each Kentucky public university can
send up to four teams to the state competition and
up to eight teams total can win cash prizes.
The contest is open to almost any type of innovative product, service or charitable activity that a proposed
for-profit or non-profit venture would offer. Many of your

fellow students are already hard at work on their entries, so
why not come out and support them when they compete?
The state competition begins Friday night, April 18,
2008, at the Kentucky International Convention
Center in Louisville. That evening there will be a
60-second “elevator pitch” competition and table-top
exhibit event that’s open to the public and media.
On Saturday, April 19, all teams return for the daylong oral presentation competition and awards
announcement, which will be open only to an audience of students enrolled at
the participating Kentucky
public universities.
For more information, visit
the state competition website.

www.IdeaStateU.com

Cabinet for Economic Development
Department of Commercialization and Innovation

Where Kentucky’s Future Entrepreneurs Compete

Idea State Announcement Ad_WKU.i1 1
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